Chevy 350 hei distributor

In case you haven't noticed, it's election season, and not surprisingly, the subject of the
economy is being hotly debated. While the politicians squabble over capital gains tax rates, the
Social Security trust fund, and raising the retirement age, the rest of us are just trying to eke out
a modest existence and still have a little automotive fun on the weekends. In that spirit, we
present the Blue Collar Chevy Of the trio of big-block engines featured in this issue, our lowly
Chevy posts the least impressive power numbers. However, it was built on a shoestring budget.
We reused as many parts as possible, and you'll notice we included everything in the parts
listâ€”paint, oil, even the brake cleaner we used to hose down parts prior to assembly. While
our horsepower figures aren't impressive, the Chevy engine starts easily, doesn't leak, doesn't
overheat, sounds good, and was dirt cheap to build. And, man, does it make torque. You could
stick this engine into the Chevy of your choice and smoke all the tread off your tires in a hurry.
And sometimes that's all an engine has to do. By the numbers: Bore: 4. Yup, we were nervous
on dyno day. But instead of needing a mop and bucket, we were able to just stand back and
watch as JMS' Jeff Johnson fired the engine and ran it through a standard cam break-in
schedule. We were pleased to find no leaks, chuffing smoke, or deathly rattles. Instead, the
engine settled into a smooth idle with the correct oil pressure. We weren't sure what to expect
for power; this is a small cam, but we chose it because our guy at Summit says it's the
company's best seller for big-block Chevys. Why argue with numbers like that? Obviously,
Summit's customers like torquey big-blocks, as this cam allowed our combination to make lb-ft
of tire-melting torque at a nearly off-idle 3, rpm. Horsepower peaked at a languid 4, rpm, and the
figure was better than we expected. It's hard to beat this combination for the price see the
accompanying chart for the breakdown. Note that we didn't include the cost of headers they
vary depending on your car and tools because many of them can be rented or borrowed. Stay
tuned for more of the Blue Collar We have plans for more compression, more cam, and a
tune-up to the iron heads. We'll see how far we can stretch our dollars in search of max power
for minimal cost. Sears Craftsman Tools; Sears. Close Ad. John McGann writer. The Blue Collar
Chevy Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of chevy hei
distributor wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional photographic depiction
of an electrical circuit. It reveals the elements of the circuit as streamlined forms, and the power
and signal links in between the devices. A wiring diagram usually offers information regarding
the relative placement as well as arrangement of tools and terminals on the tools, to assist in
building or servicing the device. A pictorial representation would certainly reveal extra
information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of an extra
symbolic symbols to highlight interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram is often
utilized to troubleshoot troubles and also making sure that the links have actually been made
which whatever is present. Variety of chevy hei distributor wiring diagram. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a
sort of schematic which uses abstract pictorial symbols to show all the affiliations of parts in a
system. Electrical wiring representations are made up of two points: signs that stand for the
components in the circuit, and lines that represent the links in between them. Consequently,
from circuitry layouts, you understand the loved one location of the components and how they
are attached. Circuitry layouts primarily reveals the physical position of parts and links in the
constructed circuit, yet not necessarily in reasoning order. To check out a wiring diagram,
initially you have to understand exactly what basic elements are included in a wiring diagram,
as well as which photographic icons are made use of to represent them. The usual elements in a
wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cable and link, result tools, buttons, resistors, logic
gateway, lights, and so on. A line stands for a wire. Wires are used to link the elements together.
There need to be a tale on the wiring diagram to tell you exactly what each shade implies. A
series circuit is a circuit in which parts are attached along a single course, so the existing flows
with one component to obtain to the next one. In a collection circuit, voltages add up for all
parts connected in the circuit, and also currents are the same with all parts. A great wiring
diagram should be practically right as well as clear to review. Look after every information. The
layout ought to show the proper direction of the favorable as well as negative terminals of each
component. Make use of the appropriate icons. Learn the significances of the basic circuit
symbols and pick the proper ones to make use of. Several of the signs have truly close
appearance. You require to be able to discriminate prior to using them. Draw attaching cords as
straight lines. Utilize a dot to indicate line junction, or usage line leaps to suggest cross lines
that are not attached. Label parts such as resistors and also capacitors with their worths. Make
sure the message positioning looks clean. When it comes to performance ignitions, there has
been a myriad of advancements made over the years. Case in point, how many still use or
remember using dual-points distributors? These were sufficient for the time â€” albeit
maintenance-heavy â€” ignition system that worked well on stock engines. One way to

accomplish this necessitated the engine burn leaner fuel mixtures. Overcoming this challenge
forced GM engineers to design a better distributor. Enter the High Energy Ignition HEI which
effectively replaced the points-style systems that had been in service for decades. No longer
was an external coil needed as the HEI incorporated one in the package. Also, no voltage
resistor was needed to keep the points from burning. The HEI incorporates a magnetic pick-up
assembly that contains a permanent magnet, a pole piece with internal teeth, and an electronic
module. The HEI works as it senses pulses emanating from the spinning distributor shaft as it
rotates within the magnetic pick-up. It then provides a low-voltage digital on-off signal to the
ignition module, where it is interpreted as an RPM signal. The ignition module uses this
information to determine when to fire the ignition coil. The HEI cap measures 5. Both
distributors use an internal module that is mounted underneath the reluctor assembly. The
smaller-cap distributor is capable of supplying excellent spark while retaining a stock-ish
appearance. Because its reliability and the high-energy spark it delivered, it was â€” and still is
â€” a staple-upgrade among many enthusiasts. These days thanks to companies like
Performance Distributors , you can even find a plethora of aftermarket high-performance
modules, coils, and even complete, ready-to-run HEI distributors that can be added to a
high-performance engine. The HEI does not come without a glaring downside, its size. Luckily,
the folks at Performance Distributors realize this and have just what you OE-look hot rodders
are wanting â€” the Dual Power distributor. Customers who call in can have a distributor tuned
to their engine specs. The Inferno 2 is rated at 45kv and has a top RPM ability of 10, revs. We
have it rated at 7, rpm. But, if pushed to the limit, it will hit 7, Both coils can jump a massive plug
gap of. Also, both systems use our high-dwell Dyna-Module for increased spark duration over
stock-style modules. This greatly improves throttle response and low-end performance. That
being said, the Dual Power â€” while the design does mimic the factory system â€” does have a
few appearance aspects that make it look aftermarket. According to Brian, both systems use a
high-dwell Dyna-Module for increased spark duration over stock-style modules. As far as
compatibility with both cast and billet camshafts, both can be ordered with gear options to
coexist with the camshaft of your choice. The Dual Power includes a melanized gear. At one
time, a bronze gear was required when running a billet camshaft. Now, Melonizing creates a
steel distributor gear that is harder than a standard iron or bronze gear, and are compatible with
both hydraulic- or solid-roller iron-gear-fitted camshafts. A quick search of the internet lets us
know that Melonite Melonizing is a thermochemical treatment for improving the surface
properties of steel parts. This Nitriding process gives the gear an extremely hard and slick
surface to prevent excessive friction and wear, as well as rust accumulation. Melonized steel
distributor gears are harder than standard iron or bronze gears and are compatible with both
hydraulic- or solid-roller iron-gear camshafts. Both the Dual Power and the HEI-style
distributors are spun on the distributor machine to create the perfect ignition-advance curve for
any engine. Customers can even call Performance Distributors and have the new distributor set
up to the parameters of their engine. What it boils down to is personal taste. Luckily, there is no
incorrect option. Build your own custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy
Hardcore, directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send
content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car
features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address for anything but
exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News
All News New Products. What is Pro Touring? Article Sources. Performance Distributors. Latest
News. Dyno Testing. More Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think
you might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. In this article, I will talk about a part of the
vehicle that we take for granted but does a lot under the hood. This type of distribution system
is preferred over points type ignition for its flexibility, high performance, and low cost. If you
have a Chevy engine in your vehicle, I can help you find the best product. Here, I have reviewed
different aftermarket parts and described the parameters to check while buying. It would
prevent problems like misfires, loss of power, and increased fuel consumption than usual.
Supports rpm to rpm, brass terminals. Easy-to-adjust, maintenance-free magnetic pickup,
precision reluctor, polished steel shaft. High grade hardened steel gears, 4-pin ignition, up to 7,
RPM, Polished Aluminum shaft, chrome moly gear. Among different models, there are 4-pin,
5-pin, 7-pin, and 8-pin modules for different vehicles. Here, I have reviewed the 4-pin models
which are intended for Chevy engines. If you have an older GM car with a point and condenser
type ignition system, buying an HEI distributor will significantly upgrade the performance. I
have selected such products for the Chevy engine that perfectly matches the OEM standards.
Apart from the compatibility issue, you can order any one of them with full confidence. Like the
brand name, this product is really the best value HEI distributor for the money. The utilization of
a 4-pin ignition module, up to RPM support, 75K coil, brass terminal, magnetic trigger, and cast

aluminum body have stunned me. Actually, what got me into reviewing this model is the price.
The product next to this is far better but costs a lot of money. But you can upgrade and use it
for 75K coils and RPM, which is usually seen in racing applications. It is assuring that this
model features magnetic triggering. I also like the build quality and materials used to
manufacture it. The housing material is cast aluminum, and the terminals are made from brass.
What is the significance of those? Well, cast aluminum is one of the strongest and most rigid
materials that can withstand harsh environments and protect internal components. On the other
hand, the brass terminal is necessary for maximum conductivity and less contact resistance. As
a result, the loss of the ignition voltage gets reduced dramatically. The CNC machined
heavy-duty gear, and bearing fit perfectly, which means less vibration and noise. Check out
more details, the list of compatible vehicle models, and customer reviews from the link. Are you
looking for something that exceeds the quality of the top pick? Do you have no budget
restriction? If the answers are yes, MSD will be the perfect choice for you. That is why it is my
second best HEI distributor for Chevy. Feature-wise, there are not many differences between
this one and the previous one. The reason for MSD being so expensive is the build-material and
advanced design that ensures consistent performance. The housing is made from a billet of T6
aluminum utilizing the advanced machining of CNC technology. Its manufacturer uses a. To
support the shaft, there are sealed ball bearings and long sintered bushing. For reducing
friction and improving corrosion resistance, the part comes with a QPQ coating. However, you
should be aware of one thing. This distributor does not accept a vacuum advance canister. Easy
installation, maintenance-free pickup, and long-lasting build are enough reasons to buy this
one. It is not a crime to search for a model that would cost less than its competitors. Now, the
best budget product in my review has no lacking if you carefully look at the specs and compare
with the top-rated ones. But what I, along with other customers, like is its performance that
matches the high-end ones. For the price, aluminum housing and other component quality are
praise-worthy. Summary: If you are never going to need a system for racing applications and
have a budget issue, you can buy this one from King Auto Parts. The main complaint is
regarding the coil quality according to the customer reviews. If you are lucky, it will last longer
than your expectation. But what would you do if it fails to start your car in the middle of
nowhere? So, why should you choose it if the reviews are that bad? Well, the complaints I saw
were close to insignificant compared to the good ones. For consistent high-performance, you
can rely on this one because of its 75K-volt coil. As a result, it can provide enough voltage up to
RPMs. Also, it supports more GM vehicle models than the top pick. Managing a few bucks more
than the first pick can get you a near-perfect HEI distributor for Chevy. This 4-pin ignition
module has a fully CNC-machined aluminum body and durable components. So, give it a try if
you own a fast car. Summary: A versatile HEI distributor supporting more vehicle models and
consistent performance in high-speed cars is the deciding factor for choosing Voltstorm over
others. While researching, I came across this unit has high-performing features and specs like
the first one. I was excited, but the customer reviews got me into rethinking. The build quality is
not so satisfactory, and it can give you extra trouble sometimes. Also, the manufacturer needs
to improve their assembly line and ensure a proper QC check. This distributor has features
close to the best budget model with no support for RPM applications. However, I place it above
the budget model because of its build quality, brass terminal, mechanical and vacuum
advances, billet aluminum housing. You would also love the hardened steel gears that last
almost the same as the high-end ones. The shaft is made from aluminum, which is polished and
corrosion-resistant. Considering the limited capabilities and a reasonable price, it is one of the
best ignition systems for small block Chevy. Summary: Those who want slightly less costly
than the high-end models, and almost the same quality can buy this one. It has the features,
performance, and build quality that is worth the price. So, budget plays the most significant role
in choosing one. Like I said, checking the compatibility of the selected aftermarket part is the
main part. Here, check the Amazon listings, and look for the list of supported vehicles. If your
car is on that list, you can look for other parameters. In my review, there are two types of
distributors. One has a coil that can operate at a maximum of RPMs. And the other type has a
coil with support for RPM engines. Build quality or the used materials to manufacture the
product is the next vital factor to consider. For the housing, you can either choose affordable
cast aluminum or expensive T6 aluminum. Both are strong and durable enough. Also, look for
the material of the gears, shaft, wire, coil, and terminal. By now, you have probably short-listed
2 or 3 models. Set your budget, and select the one that is offering the best value under your
budget. Also, check whether you can get a better HEI distributor by spending a few more bucks
than the selected one. Yes, HEI distributor is better for over-the-road cars and other vehicles for
its self-contained design. Easy installation and minimal wiring also play a significant role in its
widespread popularity. By noticing some issues like failed start, reduced fuel economy, weak

spark, electrical arcs, etc. In short, advanced ignition timing causes overheating of the engine.
By igniting the fuel and air mixture too early spikes, the amount of heat generated during the
combustion process. The earlier versions of this improved ignition system were not perfect. But
they have overcome the issues, and I can confidently recommend the best HEI distributor for
Chevy Among all five products, Bang4buck produces a preferable one. But there are other
expensive and high-performing variations from other aftermarket manufacturers too. I have
enlisted distributors from expensive to economical, and high RPM to low. Efficient combustion,
fuel efficiency, and consistent engine performance depend on the quality of the ignition system.
So, which one do you think performs the best or has the best value? Thomas Anderson, the
author of Autotroop website. He has been working on the mechanical industry for a long period
of time. He is skilled and dependable with hands-on experience and excellent training to
perform service and repairs on domestic cars and trucks. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name and email in this browser for the next time I comment. Are you
looking for a tire that will save your pocket without sacrificing its quality? Primewell tires can be
a great option as this brand has an array of choices to fit more than 5, vehicle Most of the time,
the reason for not starting a small GCV engine is a bad spark plug. Skip to content. My Top
recommended chevy hei distributor at a glance:. More durable More output energy More
efficient Fits perfectly Easy installation. Available On Amazon. Corrosion-resistance Tig-welded
weight pins Strong and durable housing Easy-fit. Very expensive. Affordable Computer-tested
components Easy to install. Not compatible with racing applications. Consistent performance
CNC-machined body Compatibility with racing applications Adjustable mechanical and vacuum
advances. Not compatible with RPM engines. Note: you can label the plugs, which would help
you troubleshoot in the future. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Continue Reading. If you are looking to buy a the best HEI distributor for your Chevy
, then you may already know how difficult it can be to sift through all the various options on the
market today. With this option overload, it can tough to get the one that you really need. So, we
have tried to make this process a bit easier by showing you the best options available. We have
taken a look at the different options available on the market today, and have narrowed down the
list to the top four. These great options will give you everything that you need without the
hassle of doing your own research, so you can make a final decision about which HEI
distributor to purchase without any further delay. All of these options listed are great for their
own reasons, but not all of them are created equal. This model comes with many great features
like the 75, high-voltage coil spark and high-performance red cap, and it is clear to see why this
is our top pick. Check now. With all these great features, it seems like this HEI distributor can
do just about anything. ACDelco PerTronix D Check Price. This high-performance red cap HEI
distributor was named our top pick for good reason. With its high output coil and wide
compatibility , this option will work great for anyone that wants better performance with their
Chevy. This list includes , , , , , and small blocks, and , , and big blocks models. Plus, with the
GM recommendation , you know you will be getting the perfect fit, for a great price. The fit and
durability is assured by a trusting brand and a recommendation will make you confident about
purchasing this product. With a purchase of this HEI distributor, you will get an assembly that
consists of a switching device, distributor cap, distributor motor, and distributor shaft.
PerTronix D flame-thrower HEI distributor is a great option for your Chevy because it is
lightweight, and comes with reduced friction and extended engine life. With all you need coming
in one package , this is the only HEI distributor you will ever need. Although lightweight, the
aluminum alloy allows it to be durable with sacrificing weight. This option comes with
high-quality bronze sintered bushings that help reduce friction and give this HEI distributor a
longer lifespan. There is also a bronze distributor gear available. This HEI distributor features a
dielectric strength cap fitted with brass terminals and a low resistance center coil brush that
operates without misfires beyond 7, RPM. This great option produces 67 percent more energy
with a 45 percent faster spark breakdown time when times are compared with the stock HEI
distributors. This GM SBC HEI distributor model is made for performance with its heavy-duty
construction and hardened steel gears that are built with durability and long life in mind. With
this high level of durability , this great option will work for your Chevy for a very long time
without issue. This HEI distributor model can work for both big and small block Chevy models.
The full list of compatible models is as follows: , , , , , and small blocks, as well as , , and big
blocks. With these great options for an HEI distributor for your Chevy, you can easily pick one
of these products and find everything you were looking for. However, before you make your
decision, you may want to know a bit more information about HEI distributors in general. So, we
have compiled a list of some of the most common questions that consumers have asked about
these products and found answers so that you can have the information that you need to make
a final decision about which HEI distributor will be the right fit for you. HEI stands for high

energy ignition, or in other words, an electric ignition. When talking about an HEI distributor, we
are referring to the GM to distributor cap design. If the engine fails to start , then this means that
the positive hot wire from the battery that feeds the distributor has no more voltage to it. The
starter may still crank the engine, but there will be no sparks. A plug wire engine miss, or any
type of constant engine miss is a sign of a bad HEI distributor. This could be caused by having
too much resistance, or a corroded connection. A reduction in fuel economy will happen when
the HEI distributor goes bad, and it will affect emissions and engine performance because this
system controls the spark timing changes for the engine. If you have to crank your engine
repeatedly to get it to start, then this could be a sign of HEI distributor failure. This could be
caused by a worn or carbon-corroded electrode that has increased in gap size or chipped. If
your vehicle fails a smog check , this could a sign that the HEI distributor is going bad because
there is an insufficient spark or coil voltage. This would cause excessive hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide emissions, which will cause it to fail a smog check. If you want to add vacuum
advance to your engine, then you can have better accelerating times and be able to speed away
from red light and stop signs without a hitch. So, if you have been thinking about adding
vacuum advance to your engine, then know that you will not be disappointed. If you have been
looking for a new HEI distributor, then this list will help you find an option that is durable,
reliable, and long-lasting. With all the different models, all with a wide variety of compatibilities
and features , you are sure to find a good option for your vehicle that is exactly what you are
looking for. However, even if you decide to do your own research to find another option instead
of purchase an option off this list, you now have all the necessary information and knowledge
needed to be able to find the perfect HEI distributor for your Chevy. Will these distributors work
with it? Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. I have
long been devoted to all things that involve autos and related products. I used to be frustrated
by the lack of review options that were available to me. Read More. Some posts may contain
affiliate links. Automated page speed optimizations for fast site performance. Mithcel Major
October 27, Views 1 comment. Top pick. The switching device provides the signal to switch the
ignition coil primary circuit off and on at the right moment to get the best performance. There
are a number of signs that point to an HEI distributor going bad. These signs include the engine
failing to start, plug wire engine miss, a reduction in fuel economy, a weak spark, hard starting,
or a check engine failure. With it, your engine can run much more smoothly and effectively
when accelerating. How do I know when my HEI distributor is going bad and needs to be
replaced? Does an HEI distributor need vacuum advance? Mithcel Major. Reply Richard H Shaw
June 13, at pm. Leave a reply Cancel reply. About Me. Sign Up for Weekly Newsletter. How many
of you reading this remember a time when distributor diagnosis meant checking the points? If
so, you probably remember that distributor issues were usually fixed with a fingernail file and a
matchbook. Well, those days are gone, and the HEI-style distributor is a mainstay with hot
rodders. That also means that a fingernail file is no longer the repair tool for roadside fixes.
Since diagnosing the module, pickup, and the coil of an HEI distributor is a little trickier than an
old-school points distributor, we checked in with the folks at Performance Distributor to get
some diagnostic input. The HEI distributor has eliminated the need to do roadside tune ups to a
point-style distributor. If, for some reason you have no spark coming from your distributor, the
following will help you check and test the installation, connections, and components, of the unit
so that you can get your engine running. If a connection is loose, current cannot travel to where
it needs to go. If the connections are good, you next need to make sure the unit is getting a
strong 12 volts. Many times, a low-voltage issue can cause a myriad of problems. The wire
carrying the 12 volts should be a minimum of 12 gauge, and have no resistors in line. Make sure
your volt wire is connected to the spade connector labeled BAT. When checking for 12 volts, do
so while you are cranking the engine. If the battery voltage drops below This low voltage could
be insufficient to get the distributor to fire. Use a volt meter to test the hot wire while a buddy
cranks the engine over. If the voltage drops below If the battery is fine, make sure the wire
feeding the distributor is sufficient. To make sure it is not the hot wire, run a temporary jumper
wire directly from the positive side of the battery to the distributor. If the distributor fires using
the jumper wire, run a new hot wire from your switched volt source to the distributor. A bad
ground can also keep you scratching your head. Typically, the distributor grounds itself to the
engine when installed. But, if the ground from the engine to the battery is making a good
connection, ignition spark will be none existent. To test for a good ground, a jumper wire can be
attached to the distributor by connecting it anywhere on the housing and running it to the
negative side of the battery. If all of that checks out, the following steps will help you to test the
coil inside the cap, and the magnetic pick up. To test the resistance of the coil, remove the coil
cover so you can see the red and yellow wire. Using the multi-meter set on the ohms setting,
touch the positive lead to the red wire terminal and the negative lead to the yellow wire terminal.

The primary resistance value should be between 0. To check the secondary resistance, remove
the screws that hold the coil in the cap, remove the coil and touch the negative meter lead to the
ring terminal on the black wire between the red and yellow and touch the positive lead to the
bottom of the coil where the rotor bushing makes contact. Your secondary reading should be
between 6. The pick up is located underneath the top plate of the shaft, and has a green and
white wire coming that plugs into the module. Disconnect the green and white wires from the
module and touch the positive meter lead to the green wire and the negative lead to the white
wire. The normal reading should be between â€” ohms. The remaining electronic part that would
keep the distributor from firing is the module. This is located inside the distributor, and has the
green and white wires from the pick up attached on one end, and a terminal block on the other.
Unfortunately, there is no test that can be performed with an ohm meter on this part. You will
need to remove it and take it to an auto parts store that has a module tester. Sometimes, heat
can cause these to not work properly, so it is recommended to have them test the module 3 â€”
5 times as the module may not show to be bad until it develops some heat. Build your own
custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox,
absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We'll send
you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car features, and videos every week.
We promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power
Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro
Touring? Testing the pickup. Testing the secondary circuit of the coil. Testing the primary
circuit of the coil. Article Sources. Performance Distributors. Latest News. Dyno Testing. More
Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks.
Drag Racing. Engine Tech. Apart from being super easy to install, the best HEI distributors for
Chevy are incredibly durable and are available in an affordable price range. These units produce
a high voltage at bigger RPMs and therefore improve machine performance. They also have
high-output models that enable them to fully support your General Motor engine for faster
machine workings. They do that thanks to their 4-pin ignition module, which is specifically
designed to fit seamlessly in your engine. Those of you who drive a racing or luxury car and
regularly test the speed limits in your area will find plenty to like about the MSD Pro-Billet
Distributor. It is a mechanical advance product that comes into play when the load on the
engine is excessive and drives RPM to higher limits. As you press the pedal to the metal, this
unit forces its built-in rotor to operate quickly. This causes the rotor to activate the advance.
The whole scenario ends up benefiting you by increasing the pick of your vehicle. That means
your car will be the fastest to get off once the red light on the signal turns green. Apart from
helping realize all your high-speed fantasies, this model offers maintenance-free magnetic
pickup. It has a precision reluctor that ensures that the signals it sends throughout the RPM
range are stable. On top of everything else, both its weights as well as advance plates have
been given a double coating of Chromoly steel and QPQ. Your mechanic will tell you that both
these materials are the gold-standards when it comes to resisting rust. MAS distributor parts
are famous among car mechanics due to their sturdiness and durability. It boasts a unique
outline that will give full support to your Chevy. The engine will, therefore, run smoother and
faster with this distributor. You might also find it pleasing to note that this model has strong
and durable terminals. They offer maximum conductivity for their material of construction and
provide a simple assembly. You can therefore count on them to make your engine run better.
Another notable feature of this equipment is its cost-efficient price. It offers a perfect amalgam
of a perfect design, adjustable advance and a durable cap at an inexpensive price point. This is
what makes this unit doubly worthy of your attention. They meet original equipment
manufacturer standards, with the electronic module components offering a double benefit of
being computer tested before and after installation. Whether they are as expensive as this one
or cheap as the one mentioned above, all of them come with a respectable one-year warranty.
Part of the reason why MSD is so sure about the quality of its products lies in their
construction. Take this HEI distributor as an example. It features a heavy-duty distributor gear
that is made to withstand vibrations emanating from the engine, internal and external heat as
well as corrosion. Similar sturdiness is on display with its weight pins. They are welded tight
and are coated with rust-proof and corrosion-resistant materials. The entire distributor,
meanwhile, has an adjustable vacuum advance that lets you tune it as per the demands of your
engine. Start with its installation. The entire procedure will be seamless. Next comes its
construction. It has provided its vacuum canister bushing with bronze coating and the brass
terminals of this model are almost rustproof. This helps them to withstand the test of time and
keep on providing stable spark for longer. Then there are its sought-after features. Dragon Fire
has equipped this equipment with Mechanical TachDrive hook up that runs alongside your
stock tachometer. Its volt coil, meanwhile, is capable of producing 65, volts. All of us know that

the best thing is for it to use factory-installed parts. Lastly, as far as its assembly is concerned,
you get everything one might expect in an HEI distributor. But like the model we saw above, it
too has the features to justify its asking price. Start with its housing. The aluminum alloy casing
is not only rugged and friction-resistant but also lightweight to ensure maximum ease. Then
come the high-quality bronze sintered bushings. They are aligned and honed in such a manner
as to reduce friction and extend shelf life. Equal durability is on offer with the center-less
corrosion-resistant shaft whose concentric operation allows it to keep friction at bay. You might
find it pleasing to note that the distributor gear is ground in such a way that it exacts maximum
tolerance when fit tightly with camshaft. Either they ask you to use them in everyday
applications. Or they are built for racing cars. Start with its utility for racing applications. Equal
utility is on offer for everyday drivers. The high output coil of this unit produces a 65, volt spark
through a range of 7, RPM. That range is more than enough for neighborhood road drivers or
those that drive on roads where the speed limit is always below their liking. Almost all models
that you have seen thus far are compatible with a plethora of Chevy engines. This Racing HEI
distributor is a bit different. It limits its utility to only three. They include Chevy , Chevy and
Chevy small blocks. You can therefore count on its installation instructions to be more specific.
Apart from the ignition module, there will be the cap, coil and rotor. Basically everything that
you might feel a need for will be in there. One thing that disappointed us about this product is
the lack of installation guide. There are no installation or mounting instructions in its package.
One of the best features of this HEI distributor is its plug-n-play installation. You only have to
open your hood, locate where the HEI distributor will go, and set up its coil. Yet another area
where this model impresses is its RPM range. They cite design and construction limitations for
this range. You can count on this model to support up to 7,RPMs. Wondering why that is the
case? Both the materials are corrosion and rust-proof and are able to withstand the extremes of
temperature. One of the primary functions of HEI distributors is to advance vehicle ignition
timing. This is done to ensure that the air-fuel mixture ignites at just the right time for best
engine efficiency and performance. The timing therefore is extremely crucial for the mileage of
your car. Both advance ignition timing but differ in how they do that, the speed at which they
come into action and other various counts. Mechanical HEI distributors alter the shaft position
of the timing sensor using the springs and weights in the distributor. Vacuum units operate
slightly differently. At that point, they force their distributor to rotate quickly to activate the
advance. Mechanical HEI distributors offer more benefits in high-speed applications, such as
car speed driving, as they only come into play when the load on the engine is excessive.
Vacuum units offer better engine performance and more fuel economy at low speeds because
their timing during such periods is raised. They are a better choice if you are a race- or
luxury-car driver. This system fits an ignition coil inside the distributor cap, with a control
module and magnetic pickup already included inside the distributor. The arrangement
described in the last sentence offers many benefits. It helps the engine produce a better spark,
burn the fuel better and get increased combustion. This, in turn, helps the vehicle achieve
enhanced gas mileage and achieve lower emissions. Points, when they are brand new, provide
rival HEI in performance. However, they start to deteriorate over time, whereas HEI distributors
stand tall. That is what makes them a better choice. Turn the wrench two turns in a
counterclockwise direction. Start your vehicle and check if the spark knock is eliminated.
Assuming you have already searched the market for the best HEI distributor for your Chevy,
you might already know how difficult it is to find the ideal product among the innumerable
options that are currently available on the market. Most equipment that are available out there
promise the sky but do nothing. Either their construction is faulty or their features low-end. That
even though they charge the same price on which you can get any of the best HEI distributors
mentioned above. The equipment that you see in this model are not only trusted by our experts
but they are also the preferred choice of thousands of mechanics and drivers like you. They
also offer extended warranty periods and high-end features to justify their selection further. You
have therefore nothing to lose apart from the poor performance of your engine if you end up
choosing them. Insert Content Template or Symbol. Pros Fires up right away Sturdy
construction Budget-friendly Cons No installation instructions included. Operating principle
Mechanical HEI distributors alter the shaft position of the timing sensor using the springs and
weights in the distributor. Benefits Mechanical HEI distributors offer more benefits in
high-speed applications, such as car speed driving, as they only come into play when the load
on the engine is excessive. Hard-wearing parts : Know what is common between almost all the
HEI distributors you saw above? All of them are hard-wearing. Their CNC machined housing
and stainless steel finishing. Reduced friction : Apart from having a seamless design, units that
offer reduced friction have a polish coating and are mostly made from Chromoly steel. This
raises their shield in the face of corrosion and allows them to last longer. They give a higher

RPM range to let you drive at high speeds at maximum fuel efficiency and provide smoother
workings. These caps look useless but they are great for keeping your parts and the wires safe
from permanent damage. That gives the manufacturers of HEI distributors the excuse to load
their models with meager warranties. Q: How do you adjust the vacuum advance on an HEI
distributor? Conclusion Assuming you have already searched the market for the best HEI
distributor for your Chevy, you might already know how difficult it is to find the ideal product
among the innumerable options that are currently available on the market. Author Recent Posts.
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